What do you know?
Colorado Kids: September 18, 2018
1. Which of these statements about “Beautiful” is NOT true?
y. It’s a fictional story written by Carole King.
e. It’s a biography featuring music by Carole King.
s. It’s a musical biography starring Carole King.
l. all of the above
2. According to her review, what part of “Brazen” surprised Talia Schanman most?
n. It’s a graphic novel, but it was very serious in its tone.
l. It is about women with a great deal of courage.
i. It tells the stories of several different women.
p. all of the above
3. With which of these statements about the KiiPix would Reese Ascione disagree?
b. It does a good job of printing photos from your smartphone.
w. You should turn your phone up to the brightest setting to get good results.
n. It’s wonderfully affordable.
m. all of the above
4. Why are barn owls a good subject for researching ADHD?
g. They are able to concentrate very intently.
d. They can see well in the dark.
k. They eat mice.
o. all of the above
5. With which of these statements about “Mindful Me” and meditation would Izzie Intriago agree?
g. Meditation is not a religious thing.
c. “Mindful Me” has tips that can help you get to sleep at night.
u. The book is good, but it gets kind of boring towards the end.
a. all of the above
6. Which of these statements about the Irish elk is true?
r. It lived in many places besides Ireland.
o. It wasn’t actually an elk.
f. It’s been extinct for several thousand years.
b. all of the above

Fill in the letters to the correct answers above to solve this:
This type of jewelry is very popular in
Southwestern Asia:

What do you think?

______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______
6
5
2
3
4
1

Barn owls concentrate intensely on the thing they want to focus on, while field mice listen to every sound in
case it means danger. Most of us are a mix of barn owls and field mice, able to concentrate but also apt to
be distracted. Draw a circle to represent yourself, divided into the barn owl and the field mouse portions.

Proofreading:

There are five errors in this passage. Can you find them all? Correct each mistake in the space above it.

“Very well, Nellie replyed. “Start the man, and Ill start the same day for some
other news paper and beet him!”
Summarize the story:

Use three sentences to tell about the Irish elk fossil.

1.

2.

3.

Look it up!

Some animals are predators, hunting other animals for food, while others are prey, the animals predators
hunt for. For each of these animals, tell if it is predator or prey, and whether it is a bird, fish, mammal,
reptile, amphibian or insect. We’ve done the first one for you.
White-tailed deer				
Caiman
Tapir
Northern Shrike
Muskellunge
Vole

prey					

mammal

